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Getting started with Collect 365 

This document is to help you get started using Collect 365 for Microsoft Dynamics 365 

Business Central from Professional Advantage to improve your debt collections processes 

and outcomes. 

This is a jump start user guide and assumes that you have downloaded the Collect 365 

extension from Microsoft AppSource, installed it into your Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business 

Central instance and have access to system administration steps. 

Recommendation: Start in the Cronus test business unit to get familiar with the functionality 

before applying to any production business unit(s). 

1) Set up your Collections team (sole Collectors can skip this step) 

If there is more than one person in your collections team then start by assigning those users 

in the Collectors window.  

 

2) Assigning customers/accounts to a Collector (sole Collectors can skip this step) 

If you have created a number of Collectors, you can then assign the relevant Collector to 

each of your customers/accounts by selecting the appropriate Collector within the Customer 

Card. 
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3) Using the Collections Hub 

Open the Collections Hub window. This is where all active customers/accounts for the 

nominated Collector will be displayed. You can:  

a) View interactions, tasks and reminders 

b) Create new user tasks that can be assigned to the appropriate Collector 

c) Create reminders for customers based on several criteria (ie: customers assigned 

to a specific Collector or with a balance due over a specific amount) 

d) Track progress of current tasks/reminders associated with a Customer 

e) View previously issued reminders and easily identify reminders that are 

associated with documents that haven’t been paid 

f) Generate invoice reprints and current statements 

 


